Once happily married, Conor (James McAvoy) and Eleanor (Jessica Chastain) suddenly find themselves as strangers longing to understand each other in the wake of tragedy. The film explores the couple’s story as they try to reclaim the life and love they once knew and pick up the pieces of a past that may be too far gone.

“Adventurous, comedic and very sexy! One of the most romantic endings in movies,” raves Roger Friedman from Showbiz 411. Rolling Stone magazine calls the film “an emotional powerhouse” and says “James McAvoy is in peak form.” Both the New York Times and New York Post have praised Jessica

The Disappearance of Eleanor Rigby

Date: Wednesday, November 12, 7:00 p.m.
Location: Flagstaff Harkins Theatre

Dr. Aaron Rizzierei will lead a discussion following the film screening.